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Chubby Checker – The Best Of – Cameo Parkway 1959 – 1963

  

    01. Dancin' Party   02. The Twist   03. Toot   04. The Class   05. Twistin' U.S.A.   06. The
Hucklebuck   07. Whole Lotta Shakin' Going On   08. Pony Time        play   09. Dance The
Mess Around   10. Good, Good Lovin'   11. Let's Twist Again   12. The Fly   13. Slow Twistin'  
14. Popeye The Hitchhiker   15. Limbo Rock        
play
 16. Let's Limbo Some More   17. Hooka Tooka   18. Loddy Lo   19. Hey, Bobba Needle   20.
Birdland   21. Surf Party   22. Twist It Up   23. Twistin' Round The World   24. Jingle Bell Rock
(& Bobby Rydell)   
 Personnel:  Chubby Checker  - Vocals  Fred Bender, Roy Stragis – Keyboards  Dan Dailey,
Fred Nuzzullio, Buddy Savitt, Georgie Young – Saxophone  Bobby Gregg  - Drums  Dave
Appell, Joe Renzetti, Joe Sgro – Guitar  Joe Macho – Bass  Bobby Rydell, Dee Dee Sharp –
Vocals  Joe Sher, Ellis Tollin – Drums    

 

  

For a variety of reasons, all of the recordings for Cameo Parkway remained out of circulation
until 2005, when Abkco finally unveiled the catalog, first as a box set called Cameo Parkway
1957-1967 in the spring, then as a series of individual artist compilations in the fall. Of those,
the most eagerly-awaited collection was the one spotlighting Chubby Checker, since he was the
biggest star on the label and the guy that got America twisting in the early '60s. Checker might
have had big hits, but his compilation, The Best of Chubby Checker: Cameo Parkway
1959-1963, is musically the thinnest of all the Cameo Parkway titles released in 2005. Checker
wasn't much of a vocalist -- he got his break because he was an excellent mimic, capable of
imitating such early rock & rollers as Fats Domino quite expertly (born Ernest Evans, the singer
even played off Domino's name when he came up with an alias for the stage).

  

His first big break was "The Class," where he did impressions of Fats, Elvis and, bizarrely, the
Chipmunks, but his big hit came when he did a song-length impression of Hank Ballard doing
"The Twist" in 1960. As Jeff Tamarkin points out in his good liner notes to this compilation,
Chubby's version of "The Twist" was "virtually identical to Ballard's," but Checker and Cameo
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Parkway were based in Philadelphia, the home of Dick Clark's American Bandstand, where the
singer and the song got enormous exposure. After it became a huge national hit, Checker and
Cameo Parkway went back to the well numerous times -- "Twistin' USA," "Let's Twist Again," a
version of "Whole Lotta Shakin' Going On" that contains all of Jerry Lee Lewis' ad-libs, yet
Chubby sings "whole lotta twistin' goin' on" -- before the craze died down a bit. Once that
happened, there were other dances to do -- "The Hucklebuck," "Pony Time" -- which also
produced several sound-alike records from Checker himself before "The Twist" came back,
prompting another round of twist songs, like "Slow Twistin'." Then, Checker had another dance
craze with "Limbo Rock" (predictably followed by "Let's Limbo Some More"), before he had a
brief phase as a folk-pop singer pitched halfway between Harry Belafonte and the Rooftop
Singers. When that ran dry, it was back to the Twist ("Twist It Up," "Twistin' Round the World"),
before he parted ways with the label and slowly receded to the oldies circuit.

  

What ties all this music together, even the folk excursion, was that it was lightweight dance
music and, when taken together as a full album, it gets to be a little bit much. Checker sings
each song the same way, the beats are all the same, and often the songs recycle the same
chords, sometimes even the word and hooks. This was music that was meant to exist in the
moment and decades later, it sounds trapped in that moment -- it hasn't aged as well as the
best rock & roll of the early '60s, not even the novelties. Checker doesn't have forgotten classics
-- even some of hits wear out their welcome quickly -- so this will wear out its welcome quickly
for all but those that have a high tolerance for his work, or have a great nostalgia for this time.
For those listeners, this is a good compilation -- the sound is good, the notes are good and at 24
tracks, this is quite generous -- but all other listeners will find that Checker's hits are better
heard on the Cameo Parkway set, where they're balanced by other, better singles in the same
vein. --- Stephen Thomas Erlewine, allmusic.com

  

 

  

The wait is over. This collection brings us the official release of the original Parkway recordings
of one of the era's most successful male solo artists. The set consists of 24 tracks total, all in
mono, including 22 that hit the Hot 100. Missing are three top 40 hits ("Twenty Miles" that
peaked at #15 in 1963, "Lazy Elsie Molly" that peaked at #40 in July of 1964, and "Let's Do the
Freddie" that hit #40 in May of 1965). However, the b-side to the original release of "The Twist"
along with one album cut are thrown in. The tracks are not in chronological order, but the digital
sound is supreme. A four page essay (written by Jeff Tamarkin, who also authored the essay for
the Cameo Parkway box set released in May 2005) plus five pages of credits and chart info
detail the career of the former chicken plucker turned king of the dance crazes. Most fans and
collectors will be satisfied (you can't beat the price). Highly recommended. --- S. Paradoa,
amazon.com
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